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The tradition of Japan under the blue ocean of Maldives,
the encounter of bespoke view and 2000 years
of Japanese craftsmanship.

“The old pond.. frog jumps in, sound of water.” 
Matsuo Basho

THE
SAOKE
GOLDEN
GAI
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Saidai-Ji 25
Hakushika Honjuzo sake, lychee syrup, fresh orange, citrus

The Matcha Margarita 25
Patron silver, lychee, matcha, honey 

The Saoke Midori 25
Belvedere vodka, midori, cowboy sake, yuzu, ginger

Kohana Ume 25
Gordon’s gin, plum sake, fresh peach, thyme, tonic water

Matcha Haiboru 25
Nikka All Malt whiskey, fresh lemon juice, honey, matcha powder, soda water

Sake Shanpanmojito 50
Cowboy Yamahi Sake, champagne, fresh lime, mint leaves

SAOKE カクテル
愛の日本
“Don’t touch my plum tree! Said my friend and saying so...
Broke the branch for me” - Matsuo BashÕ
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Aperol Spritzer 25

B’52  25

Bloody Mary 25

Caipirinha 25

Cosmopolitan 25

Daiquiri 25

French 75 25

Long Island Iced Tea 25

Mai Tai 25

Manhattan 25

Margarita 25

Martini 25

Negroni 25

Old Fashioned 25

Piña Colada 25

Planter’s Punch 25

Singapore Sling 25

Tom Collins 25

Whiskey Sour 25

CLASSIC COCKTAIL
Our International team at the bar brings you the best of cocktails from all around the world !
Ask any drink that could take your fancies, our bar team is ready for you.

BEERS OF THE WORLD
ASIA
330ml Tiger, Singapore  12

330ml Asahi, Japan 14

EUROPE
330ml Heineken, Holland  12
330ml Menabrea Birra Bionda Premium Lager, Italy 14
550ml Erdinger Weissbier Dunkel, Germany 16

NORTH AMERICA
355ml Corona, Mexico  14
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   GLASS CARAFE  BOTTLE 

  60 ml  240 ml  720 ml

NHS115 Tochikura Vintage 1996   550 
 Mild and dry, the salary man friends for all those long night  
 of yakitori, soba and drinking games. From Nada and  
 From Nada and 17th century man who improved on the  
 polishing quality of rice

NHS116 Tochikura Vintage 2001    480
 Only the best Yamadanishiki rice, with a traditional brewery
 making, from Hyogo prefecture, a full umami experience for all
 sort of dishes. From sushi to soba, as well as Siu Mai or 小 笼 汤
 包 xiălóng, everything with soya sauce as well.
 銀嶺月山純米吟醸月山の雪酒

NHS070 Shingo No Ippon Junmai-Daiginjo   610
 Junmai Daiginjo Ultra Premium Sake. Semi-dry, smooth
 and aristocratic. A generously flowery aroma with an
 elegant hint of green apple with a slight lingering citrus
 flavour, a long-lasting and wonderfully pleasant finish

NHS071 Shirataki Seven Junmai Daiginjo   777
 Winner of kura master platinum award. An ultra-premium product 
 from shirataki, the absolute top of the line with a seimai buai of 25%, 
 and a sumptuous velvet like texture in typical modern daiginjo style, 
 aromatic floral and fruity. 

NHS160 Jozen Mizuno Gotoshi Jukusei Junmai-Ginjo (Aged)   190
 An aged Jozen, slightly sour with very deep and rich aftertaste

NHS111 ‘SECCHU JYUKUSE’ Ginrei Gassan Junmai Ginjo  14  54  160
 Gold Medal Fine Sake Japan
 The Award Winning Sake artisanal breweries, calming aroma of
 fresh snow and beeches tree as you savour it. Made with the
 highest quality waters in the “Fumai-style tea ceremony”.
 Kawae-shi, Yamagata
 めたく冷やしてお召し上がりください

HER SELECTION - AROUND JAPAN

SAKE, NIHONSH'U OR 日本酒
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UMESHU AND OTHERS

 SIZE  GLASS CARAFE  BOTTLE
  60 ml 240 ml
KOREAN SOJU 

KS010 Chum Churum, 19%,  360ml  4  45
One of the most popular drink in the world, as it is 
consumed in huge quantity all other Asia, a simple starch 
base drink, distilled, to drink fresh and fruity. This is for 
every occasion whatever the time of day

UMESHU

Um03  Hakushika Hana Kohaku Plum 300ml   45
Pure Plum, fresh and creamy with premium sake

Um01  Hyakunen plum wine  720ml  13 52  155
The sweet savour of dry plum with a hint of apricot and
Shirakagekaga forest perfume. There is the addition of a
5-year-old brandy making the finish smooth and fiery

Um04  Tochikura Plum Sake  720ml  21 83 250
Fresh handpicked plum soaked in Junmai Ginjo sake,
for a light fresh elderflower and chamomile tea

SOCHU

So10    Lichiko Mugi  720ml  15   145
Lichiko Mugi Shochu is the distilled spirit from carefully 
selected barley. Refreshing flavour and crystal clear taste.
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SPARKLING SAKE SIZE BOTTLE

NHS420 Sirakawa-Go, Tansan, Sparkling, Nogori-sake, Junmai 500 ml 120
Creamy texture with green apple acidity finish

NHS163 Jozen Mizuno Gotoshi Sparkling  360 ml  99
The perfect festive drink to liven up any party. Its crisp and
refreshing coolness is best enjoyed chilled

SMALL FORMAT

NHS610 KUROMATSU - Hakushika - White Deer  300 ml  42
Simple Junmai showing a mastercraftsman work at one of the best.

NHS640 Hakushika Goka Sennenju Junmai Dai Ginjo  300 ml  55
Used to pair fine Japanese cuisine such as sashimi, tofu dishes,
and flavours as yuzu citrus, konbu kelp, dashi soup stock and
soy sauce.

NHS630 Limited Edition - Shotoku shuzo, Medata sake, Junmai Ginjo 240 ml  75
Buoyant junmai sake that beautifully lingers on the palate, leaving you
wanting more.

NHS620 Ginrei Gassan Junmai Daiginjo  300 ml  95
Dewa san san rice from Kawae-shi, Yamagata Prefecture, giving a
pure sweet light feel with acidity of green apple, beneficiating from
the water coming down from the mountain in summer

NHS141 Cowboy Yamahai Junmai-Ginjo Genshu 300 ml  90
This is the big boy of sake for Tataki, Kobe beef. Full
flavour unpasteurized and unfiltered, a pure sake for the
Samurai

NHS131 Fisherman Sokujo Junmai Ginjo 300 ml  90
Made especially for fish in Niigata. With fruity aromas and
refreshing acidity, a light, and fruity aftertaste and only 14% for
sushi bar in Kyoto. Enjoy with Sashimi and our Gili’s fresh fish

NHS161 Jozen Mizuno Gotoshi Junmai-Daiginjo 300 ml  100
A pure, crisp and clean Daiginjo,Enjoy this sake hot or cold,
with seafood, poultry and meat dishes

SAKE, NIHONSH'U OR 日本酒
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SAKE, NIHONSH'U OR 日本酒

  GLASS  CARAFE BOTTLE
 SIZE 60 ml 240 ml 720 ml
SAKE PREMIUM 

NHS112 Ginrei Gassan Honjozo    120
Clear throat and elegant umami, with aromas of melon 
and green apple, dry-sweet and light

NHS081 Uonuma Tanrei Junmai (Light Flavored)    135
A mild palette and is easy to drink, making it a great
accompaniment to a variety of dishes.

NHS050 Kiku-Masamune, Kimoto, Daiginjo  10  39  115
350 years old brewery with only one goal making the
best dry sake, they live by there moto “As your eyes fall
upon good food, you begin to crave Kiku-Masa. As the
dryness of Kiku-Masa hits your tongue, you begin to
crave good food”. An excellent friend for eggs and fresh 
salad in European food

NHS162 Jozen Mizuno Gotoshi Junmai-Ginjyo  14  55  165
Best things are like water”, is smooth and palatable. An
amazingly versatile sake. Great with seafood, poultry
and meat dishes.

NHS080 Uonuma Karakuchi Junmai (Dry Flavored)  11  40  120
A clean refreshing dryness. This sake has a sharp cleansing
aftertaste.

NHS030 Hakushika Junmai Ginjo Yamada nishiki Genshu   10  37  110
Only the best Yamadanishiki rice, with a traditional brewery
making, from Hyogo prefecture, a full umami experience for all
sort of dishes. From sushi to soba, as well as Siu Mai or 小笼汤
包 xiălóng, everything with soya sauce as well.
銀嶺月山純米吟醸月山の雪酒
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SAKE, NIHONSH'U OR 日本酒

  GLASS  CARAFE BOTTLE
 SIZE 60 ml 240 ml 720 ml
SAKE PREMIUM 

NHS121 Jopari Ginjyo     190
Fine flavour of ginjyo sake and sweet rice taste, also
provide tastes of sharpness and fine feeling

NHS150 Kome Hyappyo Junmai-Ginjo, Tochikura brewery     235
Kome Hyappyo refers to a famous event in Japan, the 
literal meaning of which is “One Hundred Bags of Rice” 
or “One Hundred Sacks of Rice”. This historical anecdote 
symbolizes the idea that patience and perseverance in 
the present will lead to profit in the future.

NHS151 Kome Hyappyo Junmai-Daiginjo    525
Great complexity and finesse, a quality to accompany a
fine Japanese dinner

NHS060 Zuiyo Honjun Junmai     135
From the kumamoto prefecture with spring water, a 
favourite in Singapore where is dryness combine with 
fragrant body goes with butter chicken or Thai food.

NHS140 COWBOY YAMAHAI’, Shiokawa, Junmai Ginjo   19  73  220
This is the big boy of sake for Tataki, Kobe beef.
Full flavour unpasteurized and unfiltered,
a pure sake for the Samurai.

NHS130 ‘FISHERMAN’ Sokujo Shiokawa, Junmai Ginjo   17  65  195
Made especially for fish in Niigata. With fruity aromas 
and refreshing acidity, a light, and fruity aftertaste and 
only 14% for sushi bar in Kyoto. Enjoy with Sashimi and 
our Gili’s fresh fish
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WINE BY THE GLASS
"Wine improves with age. The older I get, the better I like it"

BUBBLY

Bin No Vintage  125ml Bottle 

001 NV Prosécco Spumante bio Divici organic, Veneto, Italy 16 75 
 A delightfull Prosécco, soft textured, with green apple fruit, and floral notes

006 NV Champagne ‘R’ de Ruinart Brut, Reims, France  28 160 
 Excellent nose, good lees and yeast, rich and nice fruit on the palate,  
 the connoisseur’s champagne for a lovers’ dinner 

004 NV Champagne, Ruinart Rosé, Brut, Reims, France  50 280
 Well balanced, fresh and fruity, tannins with a hint of spice on the finish

007 2009 Champagne, Dom Perignon, Épernay, France 96 550
 Only the best year with the best grapes could give the best!
 Because you deserve the best

  

  
WHITE 

   150ml Bottle 

621  2017 Sauvignon Blanc,Novas, Emiliana, San Antonio, Chile 19 85
 Indulge yourself in this organic and biodynamic wine with lime, 
 grapefruits and citrus flavour with a fresh and fruity exit

505  2016 Montagny 1er cru, Chanson, Burgundy, France  22 99
 While only delivering a pure round creamy and
 rich wine with lemongrass and thyme flavour

014  2016 Riesling, Markus Molitor, Off-dry, Mosel, Germany 23 105
 The perfect complement to your Asian dishes, lychee, and grapefruits under 
 a blanquette of sweet peach stones
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WINE BY THE GLASS
 

RED 

Bin No Vintage  150ml Bottle 

023 2016 Shiraz, Stonefish, Margaret River, Australia 18 85 
 All in one sip, the fruity and quirky Australian outdoors,
 a spiced land baked by the sun

1046 2015 Carmenere Novas Emiliana, Colchagua, Chile  19 85
 The one, soft and supple, spices, bellpepper, tobacco, and truely  
 savoury characters. Best with any barbequed feast and unique on its own

1071 2016 Pinot Noir, Wild Rock, Marlborough, New Zealand 23 105
 Bright aromatic intensity with notes of ripe red cherry, plum, sage and thyme

  

        
ROSÉ

    150ml Bottle 

020 2016 ‘Lacrimarosa’, Mastroberardino, Campania, Italy 16 75
 Light pink with a fruity yet delicate bouquet of white peaches, honey, 
 strawberries, raspberries and currants

013 2017 Château Minuty ‘M de Minuty’, Cotes de Provence, France 21 95
 A light pink colour, light on the nose and fresh in the mouth!

  

   
SWEET

   75ml Bottle 

035 2014 Orvieto Casasole, Santa Cristina, Umbria, Italy, 10 95
 Grapefruit zest, honeydew melon and vineyard peach a full 
 concentrate of love in a glass

500 2014 Kressmann Grande Reserve Sauternes 10 79
 A fresh Bordeaux with lemon and lychee dry leaves
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SPIRITS OF THE WORLD

RUM   30ml shots

Captain Morgan Spiced Gold 13
Vanilla based with added secret recipe of spice from Jamaica

Green Island Spiced Gold 12
Very inviting, with notes of Vanilla, cloves and allspice, long and 
warming, notes of lime and pepper on the tail

Plantation Barbados 5 yo 13
Bourbon cask then Ferrand barrels, 
aromatic notes of banana and chocolate

Plantation Jamaica 13
A deep sense of natural process gives a floral note with Turkish delight

Plantation Original Dark 13
From Ferrand house the oldest in cognac, made with the 
same family spirit and care, handcrafted and pure

Plantation white 13
Delicate scents of brown sugar, honey, coffee bean; following further 
aeration encounter gives notes of baking spices, vanilla, and cloves

Ron Zacapa, Sistema Solera 23 yo, Gran Reserva 16
Guatemala Ron style, marked 98 in most of competition, 
aged in old caves for 6 to 23 yo and are blended together in a solera

Ron Zacapa Centenario, XO, Gran Reserva Especial 25
From 6 to 25 yo, aged partially in cognac barrels, for connoisseur 
and quiet nightcap under the stars
 

CACHAÇA  30ml shots

Cachaça 51 13
Clean aroma and sweet, minty flavours that finish 
herbal and grassy, plus a substantial, oily feel

Copacaïba 13
Notes of citrus fruit and white peach, which makes 
it fresh and well-balanced
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TEQUILA 30ml shots

Patrón Bianco Silver 14
Ultra-premium 100% Weber blue, handcrafted, pure and fresh 
herbs with soft touch of exotics fruits

Patrón Citrónge 14
Orange Liqueurs from Patrón, a nice sweet twist to triple sec 

Gran Patrón Platinum 48
The first ultra-premium silver tequila in the world. Triple distilled 
and aged in subtle way with oak then filtered to remove the hue 
of colours. Extremely smooth with light notes of citrus & fruit

MEZCAL 30ml shots

Benevá Mezcal 14
Aged in caves for one year, smoked caramel fragrances 
and Beneva  “ancient” flowers of Mexico

SPIRITS OF THE WORLD

VODKA 30ml shots

Pravda, Poland 13
Small batch since 1743, from Carpathian mountain, 
natural rye, mellow and soft

Cristal Head, Canada 15
Filtered seven times, corn-based giving a more cream and 
peach feel to it with a spicy finish

Belvedere, Poland 20
Distilled rye vodka of extraordinary purity and smoothness

Cîroc, France 20
Another French twist with a base of grape spirits 
for smooth and fruity finish

Grey Goose, France 22
The French Haute Cuisine of vodka, smooth is the word here, 
cognac twist, finest wheat, spring water filtered through

Roberto Cavalli, Italy 25
100% Italian, a sensual vodka, water from Monte Rosa and filter 
made out of Carrara Marble

Beluga gold line, Russia 48
Mature for 90 day, savoury and sweet are playing with your senses, 
the balance of sweetness, crisp finish and lingering taste
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SPIRITS OF THE WORLD

PISCO 30ml shots

Pisco La Caravedo Torontel Puro 13
The Peru premium, the Louis XIII in quality and harmony, 
handcrafted a natural process, small batch

Pisco Portón Mosto Verde Acholado 13
The Peru premium, using quebranta grape with raspberry and 
citrus kick with black pepper finish

RAKI  30ml shots

ALA, Yeni Raki, triple distilled 13
For aperitif and Mezze, the original Lion’s Milk for courage and 
reunion with friends, with cold water as a perfect refreshing drink

GIN   30ml shots

Aviation, USA 13 
Fuller-bodied Dutch style with rye neutral grain spirit and a 
‘botanical democracy’ of juniper, cardamom, coriander, lavender, 
anise, sarsaparilla and orange peel

Dutch courage, Holland 13 
Made out of grain and flavoured with only 9 botanicals for a 
purer feel of oily juniper berries 

London No1, England 13 
With the aromas of orange root and angelica alongside less  
common ingredients like gardenia and bergamot

Musgrave Pink Gin, Rose Water, South Africa 13 
Romance and Perfume swirl in a glass of African ginger 
and grain of paradise

The Bitter Truth, Pink Gin, Germany 20 
The old Navy recipe brought to life by a bitter company, 
smooth and fruity with a hint of spices

Hendrick’s, Scotland 16 
A superb, and utterly unique, pink-tinged gin from William 
Grant’s. Infused with rose petals and cucumber as well as  
the normal botanicals, this is a must for all gin-lovers

Monkey 47, Germany 20 
A curious gin from the Black Forest in Germany, 
made with 47 botanicals and bottled at 47%
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SHERRY  60 ml shots

Lustau Solera Reserva East India 16
Palomino fino with a hint of pedro Ximenez, 
moca and cocoa and toffee finish

Lustau Solera Reserva Pedro Ximenez San Emilio 20
A deep and complex expression, chocolate and exotic spices 
for an end of meal to refresh and prolongs any pleasure

PORT WINE   60 ml shots

Niepoort “The Junior Ruby” 13
From Pinhao and Ferrao vineyards, aged for 3 years and a 
quirky blend giving plum and fresh figs

Quinta Do Noval Late Bottled Vintage Port 2009 13
The iconic house of Portugal, violets with eucalyptus tea, 
and a finish in notes of soft and sensual fruits

Quinta Do Noval 10 yo Tawny Port 13
Warm aromas of coffee, red fruit and cocoa, followed by soft 
yet rich and spicy flavours of nutty red fruit

APERITIF   30ml shots

Carpano Antica Formula 10

Absinth 12

Lillet Blanc 13

Lillet Rosé 13

Lillet Rouge 13

Pernod 13

Ricard 13 

Aperol 16

Campari 16 

Fernet Branca 16 

Fernet Branca Menta 16

Martini Bianco 16

Martini Extra Dry 16

Martini Rosso 16

Pimms No.1 16

Ramazotti 16

SPIRITS OF THE WORLD
"And on the eve of my death, I have only one regret,
so many drinks & so little time"
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LIQUEURS  30ml shots

Amaretto 10

Baileys 10

Benedictine DOM 10

Kahlua 10

Southern Comfort 10

Tia Maria 10

Caribbean Pineapple 12

Chartreuse 12

Pistachio Liqueur 12

Vanilla Madagascar 12

Archer’s Peach Schnapps 13

Chambord 13

Cointreau 13

Galliano 13

Grand Marnier 13

Midori Melon 13

Molinari Sambuca 13

Pages Aloe Vera 13

St~Germain 13

Jägermeister 16

SPIRITS OF THE WORLD
“I am prepared to believe that a dry martini slightly impairs the palate, but 
think what it does for the soul!”
From Angers in Val de Loire, a Pure Family production with only one goal, 
respecting the nature and the plants, started in 1885 with the Menthe-Pas-
tille and now covering a full range of flavour’s and country, from Middle 
East to the Maldives in Joali.
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AMERICAN WHISKEY  30ml shots

KENTUCKY

Evan Williams  14
Since 1783, the most popular in US, smooth and caramel sweet smoked

Maker’s Mark  14
Small batch and traditional recipe, nutty and smooth finish

Woodford Reserve, Master’s Collection, Sweet Mash 45
Limited edition, real fruity and smooth, honeydew and elderflower herbal

TENNESSEE

Jack Daniels Tennessee Honey  14
With a real honey taste, rather than just over the top 
sweetness, it balances whisky, sugar and floral character 
to create a great tasting liqueur

Gentleman Jack  18
Gentleman Jack is charcoal mellowed twice, before and after 
the ageing process, resulting in a cleaner, and feel the aromas 
of vanilla, apple, honey and dried fruits in the palate

Single Barrel  20
Drier than expected, this is a big-hitting bourbon, with broad 
brush strokes of honey, popcorn and cinnamon, countered by  
punchy, peppery notes, some numbing clove notes, and toasty oak

BLENDED SCOTCH WHISKY
   30ml shots

Chivas Regal 12 yo 18
An aromatic infusion of wild herbs, heather, honey and orchard fruits 
with the taste of rich and fruity, Chivas bursts with the smooth taste 
of ripe, honeyed apples, and notes of vanilla, hazelnut and butterscotch

Ballantine’s 17 yo 22
Premium blended scotch whisky with a fruity and harmonious  
blend that is further enhanced by the extra depth of flavour  
from the longer maturation period

Johnnie Walker Blue Label 48
The first sip reveals a velvety mouthfeel, then an explosion of flavours 
 of hazelnuts, honey, rose petals, sherry and oranges. Subsequent sips 
 reward you with more hidden secrets like kumquats, wispy aromatic 
smoke, sandalwood, tobacco, and dark chocolate

Royal Salute Diamond Tribute  65
Royal Salute’s 21 year old ‘The Diamond Tribute’ was launched 
in June 2013, to coincide with The Queen’s Diamond Jubilee, as a 
permanent new expression of Chivas’s prestige blended whisky brand

WHISKY / WHISKEY
“The American created Whisky to make cocktails, Irish created Whisky to make
everyone happy, Scottish created Whisky to make real Man !” F.B
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SCOTCH SINGLE MALT

HIGHLAND 30ml shots
Glenmorangie 10 yo 25
Romantic essences of fennel and nutmeg tantalise with crumbly 
almond and coconut that gives way to a nectar that envelops 
all the fruit, spice and nut flavours in a honeyed caress

Highland Park 18 yo  32
Northernmost and last distilleries, salty and mineral rich, 
fudge and ginger biscuits

Dalmore Cigar Malt  35
Round and sweet, good balance with the nose, rich mint  
chocolate note, a precise oak frame ties up the rich aromatic 
profile, liquorice and raisins as well

ISLAY/SKYE
Octomore 5 yo 22
For connoisseur only, peat, peat and peat

Isle of Jura Prophecy  25
Small batch dryer, stronger, smokier and peatier

Bruichladdich 21 yo 3rd Production  30
Old peat with new light heart

IRISH WHISKY
Jameson  14
Single pot and grain whiskey, smooth, light and 
fruity with vanilla tea finish

Paddy Irish Whisky 14
Light and soft with flavours of honey, citrus, apples and vanilla oak 

JAPANESE WHISKY
Nikka All Malt  14
A plush palate of dark chocolate cake, candied orange peel and 
sweet spice, enlivened by a mild peppery back note with a finish 
of Lively and peppery, with more of that seductive citrus character

Nikka Taketsuru Pure Malt  25
Nose of clean and bright, with red fruit bursting out of the glass and 
glazed fruit-tart sweetness

Nikka whiskey from the barrel  22
Characterful stuff, this whisky has plenty of personality, and shows a 
delightful balance between the spicy pepperiness and rich citrus fruit

OTHER WHISKY
Kavalan Whisky, Taiwan 45
Notes of tropical fruits and chocolate that mingle with toffee apples, 
salted caramel, vanilla, and tropical spices

Sullivan Coast, Double Cask, Tasmania  45
Tradition and 100% Tasmanian heart, rich palate, complex and 
fruity elderflower tea lengths

WHISKY / WHISKEY
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THE BRANDY FAMILY 
“Too much of anything is bad, but too much good whisky is barely enough.” 
- Mark Twain

ARMAGNAC  30ml shots

Janneau VSOP  13
The master of Armagnac with light lilacs, dry herbs, 
honey and dry figs finish

Demandis Armagnac X.O 13
A classic Armagnac with a butterier/treacle

CALVADOS  30ml shots

Sylvain Calva  13
From the communes in the heart of Calvados, 100 variety of apples are 
used, handpicked then pressed, revealing a full sweet and sour side to it

Saint-Vital Calvados 20 yo 18
Domaine Vectiere, fine tannins and cooked fruits 
with a dry exit of fresh, limited edition

COGNAC  30ml shots

Delamain X.O Grande champagne premier cru 18
A blend of only long aged Eaux, round intense and mellow

Delamain Vesper X.O Grande Champagne 25
Handcrafted cognac selection from oldest family house, 1759, 
minimum of 35 yo, grapefruits and spices for a good cigar

Hennessy V.S.O.P 26
JOALI is starting with VSOP not VS, a more refined taste of burned 
honey wood & 60 different Eaux from 15 yo

Davidoff cognac classic  40
Made with one idea in mind, smoky, deep, earthy and quality, 
limited editions and connoisseur exclusive

Hennessy X.O  48
The Master distiller and blender, the unique and bold 
cognac, not for the faint hearted

Hennessy Paradis  200
The extra level of excellence, if you never had a cognac you will 
be transported in another dimension of fruits, mulled honey and caramels

Hennessy Richard Hennessey  440
The Saint Graal of cognac aficionados, blend of 100 eaux from 
100 yo minimum from the private collections and fully matured cognac
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BAYRÛT بريوت BEYROUTH
The Rumi 20   جالل الدین محمد بلخى
Mint leaves, lemongrass, fresh lime juice, apple juice,  
soda water

ABÛ ZABÎ   أبو ظبي

The Jakku of the East 20
Fresh watermelon juice, fresh coconut water, honey,  
pomegranate, kaffir leaves

SICILY
Lemonade Perfecto of Sicily 20
Fresh lemon juice, honey

SPAIN
Ibiza Summer 20 
Passion fruit, mint leaves, lime, ginger ale

A SELECTION OF
NON-ALCOHOLIC
DRINK FOR YOUR PLEASURE

SMOOTHIES
The Pink Panther 20
Strawberry purée, honey, yoghurt

The Monkey Boat 20
Fresh banana, honey, yoghurt

The Jungle Book 20
Avocado, lychee purée, honey, yoghurt

Coconut climber 20
Coconut purée, honey, yoghurt

MILKSHAKES
Strawberry English Summer 16
Strawberry ice cream, strawberry purée, fresh milk

Chocolate Paradise 16
Chocolate ice cream, chocolate syrup, fresh milk

Vanilla Fountain 16
Vanilla ice cream, vanilla syrup, fresh milk

Banana Forest 16
Vanilla ice cream, banana purée, fresh milk
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The Pink Panther 20
Strawberry purée, honey, yoghurt

The Monkey Boat 20
Fresh banana, honey, yoghurt

The Jungle Book 20
Avocado, lychee purée, honey, yoghurt

Coconut climber 20
Coconut purée, honey, yoghurt

THE SOFT SIDE OF LIFE
 MIXER’S FEVER TREE ORGANIC
200ml Indian Tonic   8
200ml Lemonade   8
200ml Ginger Ale   8
200ml Elderflower Tonic Water   8
200ml Mediterranean Tonic Water   8
200ml Naturally Light Tonic Water  8
200ml Soda Water   8

  SOFT DRINKS, ORGANIC JOY OF JOALI
 NAKED LIFE

330ml Sugar free Lemonade with Cucumber   12
330ml Sugar free Raspberry with Lime   12

 REMEDY KOMBUCHA

330ml Sugar free Lemonade with Cucumber   12 
330ml Sugar free Raspberry with Lime   12

 SOFT DRINKS, JOALI FAVOURITES
320ml Coca Cola   8
320ml Coca Cola Zero   8
320ml Diet Cola  8
320ml Fanta   8
320ml Sprite   8
375ml Ginger Beer  8

 MINERAL WATER FROM THE SOURCE
 STILL WATER
750ml Evian  12
750ml Acqua Panna  14

 SPARKLING WATER
750ml San Pellegrino  14
750ml Perrier  14

 THE JOY OF JOALI FRESH PRESSED FRUITS
250ml All of our fruits are fresh, so will depend on season  
 and availability  16

 NON-ALCOHOLIC SPARKLING  

750ml Scavi & Ray, Italy  45



Please note that all prices are in US Dollars and subject to ten percent service charge and applicable taxes

Espresso, the strong one  9
Americano, the black coffee with water  9
Decaffeinated coffee 9
Flat white, the light milky one  9
Turkish coffee, the traditional one 9
Mocha, the choccy one  10
Hot chocolate, not coffee  10
Caffé macchiato, the milky top one  10
Double espresso  10
Cappuccino, the frothy one  10
Caffé latte, the milky one  10

TEA SELECTION
Tea selected from all around the world finest tea leaves and exclusives crops.  
Newby tea, the aristocrat of tea

HERBAL TEA

Chamomile, to sleep 10
Ginger & Lemon, to beat the jetlag 10
Peach & Raspberry, to cool down 10
Peppermint, to relax the body and mind 10

WHITE TEA 
Silver Needle - Baihao Yinzhen, to detox 10
White Peony Tea - Bai Mudan, to beat the headache 10

GREEN TEA

Gyokuro, to bring Joy 10
Gunpowder, to shoot out toxin 10
Matcha, to purify 10
Oriental Sencha, to energize 10

BLACK TEA

English Breakfast, the morning breath of Englishness 10
Decaf English Breakfast, to freshen the morning 10 
Black Tropical, to boost 10
Earl Grey 10
Premium Pu Erh, to heal your heart 10

ENERGY AND SOOTHING

COFFEE SELECTION



Please note that all prices are in US Dollars and subject to ten percent service charge and applicable taxes

CIGARETTE

CAMEL  

Camel Blue  15 
Camel Blue are mostly appreciated for a luxury quality at a lower cost. 
For the production of these cigarettes are used only premium varieties 
of tobacco and has a great strong taste for a light cigarette with no chemical 
aftertaste. Camel Blue cigarettes are perfect for all lovers of medium strength  
tobacco products who don’t like to experiment with taste and smell of 
tobacco products giving preference to the classical tobacco products.

Camel Filters  15  
Tobacco connoisseurs who have ever managed to try Camel Filters, 
all as one noticed the extraordinary softness of tobacco despite the high 
nicotine content and the amazing aroma which gives you exceptional  
sensation of luxury. It is impossible not to appreciate the unusual bouquet 
of taste sensations of these cigarettes. That is why many people are switching 
to these cigarettes having tried this product just once.

MARLBORO  

Marlboro Gold  15 
Marlboro Gold are considered to be mild cigarettes that are very  
easy to smoke and has a smooth and light taste. It is enough to try 
Marlboro Gold once and you can hardly ever give them up because 
of their incomparable flavour and a soft velvety flavour of premium tobacco.

Marlboro Red 15 
Marlboro Red are one of the strongest cigarettes in assortment  
of Marlboro and has a unique and intense taste. Choose these 
strong cigarettes to feel a rich flavour of purest tobacco, calm down 
and spend a few minutes in heaven.



Please note that all prices are in US Dollars and subject to ten percent service charge and applicable taxes


